


Celebrating National 
Activity Professionals

Week

As an Activity Professional, you are part of a vitally important profession that helps
people live a life that is full of fun and meaningful activities. The holistic and person-
directed approach to caring for our elders you provide is a site to behold. You are the
heart and spirit of your facilities. We encourage you to take a minute to acknowledge
the great work you do and give yourself and your staff the credit deserved! Now as
never before, attention is being directed concerning care of our elder and disabled
citizens and greater attention also is directed to those who provide hands-on-care and
caring. National Activity Professionals Week provides a timely opportunity to foster and
showcase the wonderful things that Activity Professionals create. NAP Week is January
24-30, 2021. The NAP theme and the theme of the Annual NAAP Conference is
“10,000 Possibilities.”

All of the contents in this planning guide center around the theme "10,000 Possibilities"
through imagery, history, art
projects, recipes, spirituality and music.



North to Hudson Bay in Canada·       
East to the Atlantic Ocean·       
South to the Gulf of Mexico

More than anything — even our cold winters and "Purple Rain"
Minnesota is known as the "Land of 10,000 Lakes."  It says so right 
on our license plates.  But does Minnesota really have 10,000 lakes? 
And, is your Wisconsin relative right that the Badger state has more than Minnesota? 

Let's start with what each state defines as a lake. Minnesota's Department of Natural Resources counts anything 10 acres
or more as a lake. By that definition, Minnesota has 11,842 lakes. Our license plates, it turns out, are low-balling us. 
 Wisconsin's DNR says their state has 15,000 lakes.  Here's the catch; the Wisconsin DNR has no size requirement for its
lakes.  Going by their looser standard Minnesota has more than 20,000 lakes.  "Not counting the Great Lakes that comprise
state borders, Minnesota has about 2.6 million acres of lakes," Minnesota DNR spokesperson Julie Forster told KARE 11. 
 "Wisconsin has about 1 million acres of lakes.  "Minnesota's waters flow outward in three directions:·       

Voyageurs National Park in northern Minnesota is the largest water-based park in the National Park System.

BY THE NUMBERS
Number of lakes: 11,842 (10+ acres)
Number of natural rivers and streams: 6,564 (69,200 miles)
Wetlands acreage present in 1850: 18.6 million acres
Wetlands acreage present in 2008: 10.6 million acres

NAMES
Ten most common lake names: Mud, Long, Rice, Bass, 
Round, Horseshoe, Twin, Island, Johnson, Spring

SIZE AND LENGTH
Ten largest lakes (entire lake within borders of Minnesota):
1.    Red Lake (both "Upper" and "Lower") - 288,800 acres
2.    Mille Lacs Lake - 132,516 acres
3.    Leech Lake - 111,527 acres
4.    Lake Winnibigoshish - 58,544 acres
5.    Lake Vermilion - 40,557 acres
6.    Lake Kabetogama - 25,760 acres
7.    Mud Lake (Marshall County) - 23,700 acres
8.    Cass Lake - 15,596
9.    Lake Minnetonka - 14,004 acres
10.  Otter Tail Lake - 13,725 acres

The History of Minnesota Lakes

North Shore of Lake Superior

Lake Superior State Park
Aerials 

Flying over Lake Superior at
Tettegouche State Park

Did you K
now?

https://youtu.be/LA0MgJnUrjQ
https://youtu.be/9vFih7lqMX8
https://youtu.be/Bg06C2zrCPM


Paul Bunyan is one of the Northwoods favorite tall tales.  Many children of the Midwest are familiar with Paul and
his trusty companion Babe… who happens to be an Ox…who is Blue! 

Legend has it that Paul was very tall (he measured 63 axe handles tall!) and strong.  And during a time in our country
when wood was needed to build houses and cities, Paul ventured to the Northwoods to become a Lumberjack.  Along
the way he met a Blue Ox and named him Babe and they were lifetime companions.  They worked together to clear
land for wood and also for crops in the densely wooded Northwoods.     

The lumberjacks in the Northwoods often gathered around the fire after a hard day in the woods and told stories, and
one was the antics of Paul.  For many years, these stories were just that… never written down but passed on amongst
the men in the lumber business.   Then in 1893, the local newspaper printed Paul’s name as it related to the high
waters expected in spring.  Only the locals knew the name and the fact that it wasn’t real.  In 1904 Paul’s story was
written down and the tall tales were captured for all of history. 

Paul’s size and strength grew throughout the years.  It is claimed that he and Babe created the 10,000 lakes that
Minnesota is famous for (even their vehicle license plates state “Land of 10,000 Lakes”).  The lakes were formed by
their footprints! 

Citing Paul and Babe as their legend, the city of Bemidji, in northern Minnesota claims the two legends as their
mascots.  A giant statue is located in downtown Bemidji and is a must stop for tourists.   An aerial view of Lake
Bemidji (which is ‘in town”) is shaped like a footprint, verifying their claims. 

Cartoons and books are popular with children of the Northwoods. In 1958, Disney included an animated film in their
“Legends” film.  This film spread out Paul and Babe’s territory as it pictures them in North and South Dakota to clear
trees, floats them down the Missouri River, builds Pike’s Peak in Colorado to use as a lookout , creates the Grand
Tetons when Babe and him were wrestling and then uses Yosemite Falls to shower!

Other cities have adopted Paul and Babe as well.  Large statues can be found in several north cities, including Bangor,
Maine; Klamath, California; Brainard, Minnesota; Muncie, Indiana and Eau Claire, Wisconsin!

Read the Minnesota Tall Tale of Paul and Babe as written by S. E. Schlosser:

Paul Bunyan and his Blue Ox Babe

https://youtu.be/C-zKKoHvXn0
https://americanfolklore.net/folklore/2010/07/babe_the_blue_ox.html


Paul Bunyan and Babe the Blue Ox in Bemidji, Minnesota

Paul and Babe in Klamith, California



NAPW Party Ideas - NAAP Partner Spotlight
Throw An Authentic Minnesota-Style Party!
By Krista Fischer, ADC, Creator of My Activity Resources/Myactivityresources.com

Hold A Hot Dish Casserole Competition
This is a great opportunity for team members from every department to showcase their cooking skills. Hot dish
casseroles are all the rage in Minnesota. Staff and residents can sample and judge dishes by filling out pre-made
ballots for competition participants! 

Have A Live-Action Celebrity Guess Who Game 
As activity professionals, we always know how to go that extra mile and light up the room using costumes, humor and
our imagination. Minnesota may be known as the state of 10,000 lakes, however it was also the birthplace to
entertainers who changed the world. Bob Dylan, Judy Garland and Prince are just some names that come to mind.
Why not dress up like the people who were given thousands of possibilities from their home state?? Pull out a purple
suit and dress like the artist formerly known as Prince (and then Prince again).. Grab a Dorthy costume from the
Wizard of Oz and impersonate Judy Garland. Even the characters created by Minnesotan Peanuts creator Charles
Shulz. This can be a fun way to play a game of “Guess who” with participants. Want to make it even more fun??? If
your staff are dressing up as singers why not a fun lip synching competition? 

Make Sure to Show Some Purple Pride
In honor of Prince, as well as the team color of the Minnesota Vikings, make sure to decorate the room with tons of
purple to show some spirit!  

Everyone Loves To Dance..Here is the perfect music playlist to encapsulate the talent that came from
Minnsota!
Unlike other states in the country, Minnesota’s music scene has been incredibly versatile. So the music played for your
bash would be no different. Here are some songs you can add to your playlist that throw a nod to the state as well as
are sung by famous residents.

    
      “Funky Town” by Lipps Inc.

      “Kiss” Prince & The Revolution“ 

      "Jungle Love” by Morris Day and the Times

      “C’mon Everybody” by Eddie Cochran

      "The Times They Are A-Changin” by Bob Dylan

Food, Music and Imagination- You are all set to holding an authentic Minnesotan Bash!

“I’m Gonna Make You Love Me”  by The Jayhawks

"Runaway Train” by Soul Asylum

“Take Good Care of My Baby” Bobby Vee

“Rum and Coca Cola” The Andrews Sisters

“Surfin Bird” by The Trashmen

“ Get Happy” by Judy Garland

https://www.myactivityresources.com/
https://youtu.be/s36eQwgPNSE
https://youtu.be/H9tEvfIsDyo
https://youtu.be/N2FPQvwhSDY
https://youtu.be/DCkkv89fHy0
https://youtu.be/e7qQ6_RV4VQ
https://youtu.be/Uq54zSaV3RY
https://youtu.be/NRtvqT_wMeY
https://youtu.be/awNqLO6auQA
https://youtu.be/WiayZdPESno
https://youtu.be/9Gc4QTqslN4
https://youtu.be/q7d0NRewzW4


Enhancing social connections even while physically distanced
Reducing tension, anxiety and negative feelings
Getting the blood flowing/great exercise
Inciting laughter, good humour and positive energy which helps make residents feel more calm and relaxed
Engaging residents in the here and now 

Large Exercise Balls and pails to hold them in (you can get large exercise balls from $5Below). You want to get
exercise balls that are big enough to put between the feet and knees of the resident.
Empty plastic buckets that you can ask your dining team to collect

Drum Sticks (Can get non-slip Durable Nylon Exercise drumsticks by Huayao from Amazon, they come 5 sticks per
package)
Wooden spoons 

Activity length: 40 -60 minutes 
Drums are one of the oldest instruments and can easily be made from items available in your community.  

A drum circle is a great wellness and social activity that can bring a group of residents together while physically
distancing. It allows residents to experience the joy and meditative benefits of drumming while connecting with others.
They are good for hand-eye coordination and great exercise too!

Benefits of drumming include: 

What you need: 
Drum options

Drumming sticks 

Drum Circles - NAAP Partner Spotlight
Therapeutic and Fun, Physical - Distanced Activity

https://eversoundhq.com/


Set-up:
1)    Set up chairs in a large circle spaced at least 6 ft apart.
2)    Provide each resident with their drum and sticks.
3)    Have each resident use Eversound headphones for optimal engagement. Eversound headphones
use long-range transmission to ensure all residents can hear and follow the instructions of the group
leader even when physically distanced.
4)    Establishing a “stop” signal such as one arm raised and “get loud” signal like raising both arms
above your Head and “get soft” is a hand push down can be used as an alternative.
5)    Practice the signals with the group with a simple beat. Like a one, two beat, evenly paced. Start
with each person following in sequence that beat, then keep it going and practice each signal with the
beat until residents are comfortable.

Now Have FUN!
1)    Have the leader stand in the middle of the “circle” and start with a basic beat to get everyone
drumming.
2)    Instead of tapping the drum, the leader can vocalize the patterns like “chicka chicka boom” (soft,
soft, hard but all at the same pace).  The leader vocalizes the beat three or four times for participants
to follow and then taps it on the drum.
3)    Start slow and when everybody gets it, speed up.
4)    Vocalize the beat as well as show it when you are changing the beat.
5)    Ask a resident to pick the next beat and help others get on the beat.   

Watch the SMILES blossom on the faces of your residents!

Drum Circles - NAAP Partner Spotlight
Therapeutic and Fun, Physical - Distanced Activity  Cont...

Watch an Outdoor Drum Circle at Saint Anne of Winona in Winona MN

https://www.facebook.com/watch/?v=2633829323536534
https://eversoundhq.com/


1 Old Picture Frame              
1 Sheet of Cheesecloth               
White Craft Glue               
Sheets of White Copy Paper- There is no exact conversion for how many pieces of copy   paper will
make a piece of seed paper. Be flexible and understand that more sheets will equal more seed
paper.                
2 Pitchers of Warm Water                
1 Cup Measuring Cup               
Blender              
Flower or Herb Seeds                
Scissors              
Rectangular Baking Pan (must be larger than the picture frame you will be using)               Mixing
Spoon               
Spatula               
Sponges               
Old Towels                 
Electrical Tape               
Cookie Rack               
Optional- Dried Flower Petals

Creating & Planting ‘Seed Paper’

Materials:

Directions: 
1.   Create a screen by stretching the cheesecloth over the picture frame. You will want the cheesecloth
to reach to the back of the frame.
2.   Use scissors to cut the excess cheesecloth. 
3.   Use the glue to connect two corners of the cheesecloth to the frame. Let dry completely- typically
three to four hours.
4.   Grabbing the cheesecloth near the side of the picture frame that has already been glued, pull the
cheesecloth tightly over the frame.
5.   Use the glue to connect this side of the cheesecloth to the frame. Let dry completely- typically three
to four hours. 
6.   Use electrical tape to add a layer of adhesive over the sides and corners where the cheesecloth has
been glued to the frame. *This is vital in securing the cheesecloth tightly to the frame and ensuring the
screen will be strong enough to use during the activity!

So Many Possibilities with Gardening 



Creating & Planting ‘Seed Paper’ - Continued 

Activity
1.   Take the white copy paper and use your hands to tear it into small scraps. 1”x1” scraps are a great size for this
project, but the scraps do not need to be uniform in shape or size.
2.   Put the scraps in the blender and add one cup of warm water. Blend.
3.   Check the consistency of the mixture. The goal is to have a consistency similar to paste.
4.   Continue adding warm water and blending until the consistency resembles paste. Add small amounts of water
at a time to prevent the mixture from becoming runny.
5.   Fill the baking pan a third of the way full of warm water. 
6.   Pour the blended paper paste into the pan. Stir until there is no separation of the ingredients.
7.   Pick up the container of seeds and pour the seeds on top of the mixture in the baking pan. Optional- Sprinkle
the dried flower petals on top of the mixture.
8.   Use a spatula to pick up and spread a small layer of the seed paper mixture onto the cheesecloth of the screen
you created during the ‘Prep’ phase of this activity. Spread the mixture to the size and shape that you want the
seed paper to be. *The amount of mixture you spread across the screen will determine the thickness of your seed
paper.
9.   Set the screen (with the applied seed paper mixture on top) onto a towel.
10.  Lay a different towel over the top of the screen, so that the screen is now sandwiched between the two
towels.
11.  Use a dry sponge to absorb any extra water that has come through the towel on top of the screen. 
12.  Carefully lift the towel from the top of the screen.
13.   Gently remove the seed paper from the screen. 
14.  Place the seed paper sheet on a cookie rack and let dry. 
15.  Repeat steps 5-14 until you have used all of the seed mixture.
16.  The paper can be planted as a whole sheet of seed paper, or cut into strips or other shapes to be planted.

How to Plant with Seed Paper
1.   Seed paper is planted very similarly to when planting with only seeds.
2.   Dig a hole or space in the soil that is about ¾ of an inch deep.
3.   Place the seed paper directly into the soil the hole.
4.   Cover the paper completely with soil. 
5.   Pack the soil down.
6.   Water to soak the soil completely. 
7.   Follow the below watering schedule until the plant stalks become sturdy-Make sure the soil is consistently
moist. For the first week and a half after planting. Water a bit less after the first sprouts begin to appear, being
sure to keep the soil relatively moist until the sprouts grow into stalks.
8.   Transplant outdoors or to a larger pot according to the directions on the seed packets.



WaterMason Jars, Glass Bottles or Plastic Bottles- colored bottles are bestOptional- Paper and Tape if you are
using clear bottles
Pitcher
Plant Cuttings
Scissors
Optional- Paper (can be wrapped around bottles)
Optional- Tape
Optional- Wire Netting or Nylon 

Narrow mouthed containers are helpful because they can support the cuttings and help them stand upright.
The mouth of the container should not be too narrow, because the roots need to breathe.Wide mouthed
containers do not support the cuttings as well, but this can be fixed by using wire netting or nylon to cover the
tops. The plant cuttings can then be inserted through the holes in the netting. 

Soft cuttings root quickest, which means cuttings taken in the spring or early summer
Take cuttings from herbs before they have begun to flower
Woody cuttings take longer to rootCuttings can be taken from your garden
Cuttings can be taken from herbs bought at the grocery store- just wash the herbs and cut off the lower
portion Herbs that work well- Peppermint, Spearmint, Oregano, Basil, Sage, Stevia, Lemon Balm (takes 3-4
weeks to root), Tarragon, Thyme, Rosemary (takes longer to root)
Plants & Flowers that work well-, Philodendrons, Aluminum, Dracena, Pothos (2-3 nodes should be submerged
in water), Arrowhead (2-3 nodes should be submerged in water), Spider Plant, Chinese Evergreen, Coleus

Use the scissors to cut off a 6-inch section from the top part of the plant.
Remove any lower leaves from the cutting and pour the prepped water into the container.
Place the cutting into the container. Be sure there are no leaving touching the water,
 because they will rot and spoil the water.
Place in a space that receives direct sunlight.
Change the water once a week without disturbing the cuttings. After the roots 
start growing, the water can be changed less frequently.
Once the roots have grown to be a few inches long (this many take 1-3 months), 
they can be removed from the container and planted in soil.

How to Grow Herbs in Water

Materials:

How to Choose a Container:

How to Choose Plant Cuttings:

Directions: 
1.   Fill a pitcher with tap water and let it sit overnight. This will allow the chlorine in the water to evaporate, which is
much healthier for the plant cuttings.
2.   Prepare the bottles you will be using. Plant roots prefer to grow away from light, so if you will be using clear
bottles, wrap a piece of paper around the bottle and tape in place. *This will keep the root zone dark and prevent
algal growth on the container walls and roots. 

Activity



Tin or Aluminum Cans
Burlap
Twine, Lace or Ribbon
Craft Glue
Small Rocks

Wrap the cans with burlap and secure with craft glue. Let dry.Wrap twine, lace or ribbon around the can to
accent the burlap. Secure in place with craft glue and let dry.
Fill the bottom half of each can with small rocks. This creates a "drain off" area for extra water to go after
watering.
Fill the container with dirt.
Plant with your favorite flowers, herbs or vegetables.

Potted Tulip Bulbs from the grocery store or garden center- they should not have bloomed yet, sprouted is ok,
but no blooms!
Tall and wide vase
Scissors
Clear Glass Beads
Access to a Sink 

Repurposed Gardening Containers

Materials:

Safety Note-Be careful when handling the inside rim of the can. File down any sharp or jagged edges on the inside
and/or rim of the can.

Directions:

Directions: 
1.   Fill a pitcher with tap water and let it sit overnight. This will allow the chlorine in the water to evaporate, which is
much healthier for the plant cuttings.
2.   Prepare the bottles you will be using. Plant roots prefer to grow away from light, so if you will be using clear
bottles, wrap a piece of paper around the bottle and tape in place. *This will keep the root zone dark and prevent
algal growth on the container walls and roots. 

How to Force Tulip Bulbs Indoors 

Materials:

Directions:
Empty the pot and gently remove the bulbs.  Shake off the loose soil from the bulbs. *Be sure
to not damage the roots.  Rinse each sprouting bulb under cool water to wash away the soil. 
 Use the scissors to trim the bulb’s roots to about 2 inches long. Place the glass beads into the
bottom of the vase, until the beads are 3 or 4 inches high. Place the bulbs, pointed side up, on
top of the glass beads. Place a handful of additional glass beads around the bulbs.  Fill the vase
with water to just under the bottom of the bulbs. Water should not touch the base of the bulbs! 
 Place the vase in a room with bright, indirect sunlight and watch the bulbs grow! 
*Be sure to keep the water level just below the bulbs*



Empty Egg Cartons
Plastic Wrap
Garden Soil
Seeds of your Choice
Spoon
Skewer
Spray Bottle 

Tear the lid of the egg carton off and set it to the side. This will later be used as the drainage try.
Take one piece of plastic wrap and wrap it around the drainage tray to waterproof it.
Flip the egg carton over and place on a hard surface.
Use the skewer to poke a hole in the bottom of each egg holder in the carton. This will be used as a drainage
hole when watering.Use the spoon to transfer the garden soil into each of the egg holder spaces in the carton.
Pat the soil down.
Use the skewer to poke a hole in the soil in each of the egg holder spaces.
Plant your seeds according to the directions on their packet.
Water the newly planted seeds by wetting them with a squirt bottle. This is easier than using a cup, which can
easily flood the soil.
Set the egg carton on top of the drainage try.
Cover the entire egg carton with a large piece of plastic wrap.
Place in a space with plenty of sunlight.
Lift the plastic every day to mist the soil.
Watch the seeds sprout and grow! Transplant to a different container as the plants continue to grow.

Egg Carton Greenhouses

Materials:

Directions:  

How To Make a Mini Greenhouse - Seed Germination in Egg Cartons

https://youtu.be/u2L1uxR6_Vc


Can Lids or Mason Jar Tops
Sharpie Marker
Acrylic Paint
Small Dish of Water
Paint Brush
Paper Towels 
Optional - Sealant 

Use the Sharpie marker to either draw a picture of the plant or to write its name in Bubble letters. This doesn’t
have to look perfect; it will just be helpful for the participants to have an outline when painting. *Depending on
the abilities and interests of the participants, this first step can either be done as prep work or as the first step of
the activity.
Use the paint and paint brushes to fill in the outlines. Be creative with the paint- add designs, colors and
anything else you like to decorate the lid.
Allow to dry. 
If the paint is not opaque, use the brush to paint a second coat and let dry.
To make the markers weather resistant, apply a coat of sealant. *This must be done in a well-ventilated area.

Muffin Pan
Natural Muffin Papers
Potting Soil
Seeds
Spray Bottle with Water
Spray Paint + Primer 

Use the spray paint + primer to cover the muffin tin with a paint color of your choice.
Let dry.
Place a muffin paper in each of the muffin tin spaces.
Fill each of the muffin papers with potting soil. Press down on the soil to flatten.Use your finger to poke a hole
in the middle of each soil space. Plant the seeds in the hole, at the depth that the seed packet instructs.
Use a spray bottle to water each of the spaces. *Use the spray bottle to mist daily.
Watch the seeds sprout and grow.
Transport to a larger container once the seedlings start to grow.

Garden Markers

Materials:

Directions:

Muffin Pan Seed Starter

Materials:

Directions:



White 100% cotton fabric (towel, scarf, shirt, etc.)
Acrylic craft paints (darker colors will work best)
Paint brushes
Water
Plastic trash bag or plastic sheeting
Items from nature-flowers, leaves, etc.
Household items- keys, office supplies, washers, kitchen utensils, sewing items, etc. 

Cover the work area with plastic bags or the plastic sheeting.Wet the fabric.
Squeeze the water out of the fabric just enough so that the fabric is not dripping.
Lay the fabric flat on the plastic.  Prepare the acrylic paints by adding some water to each of them in order to
thin them out.

Use a paint brush to paint the cotton fabric. *Only the areas of the fabric that are painted will work as sun prints.
Take the nature and household items you will be using to create the shapes on the fabric and arrange them in
whatever design you like best *The best results come from objects that lie flat and make good contact with the
fabric around their edges. 
After the items are arranged on the fabric, press them lightly into the paint. Press edges as flat as possible. 
Let the fabric dry (about four hours). 
Peel and remove the items from the fabric.
To heat set the paint, tumble your sun prints in the clothes dryer on high for about 45 minutes. *It is now safe to
wash the prints.

DIY Sun Prints

Materials:

Prep- This is an outdoor activity that will work best on a sunny day with little wind.

Directions:

Activity Craft 



Large mason jar or container
Sticks of varying lengths
Scrapbook paper
Scissors or Heart shaped punch
Hole punch
RibbonSharpie marker 

Place the sticks in the jar and arrange them to look like a tree.
Use the scissors (or the heart paper punch) to cut out heart shaped ornaments.
Use the hole punch to place a hole at the top of each heart.
Loop a piece of ribbon through the hole and tie into a knot. You now have a heart shaped ornament.
Share with the group what type of tree you will be creating. For example, “I’m grateful for . . .”Each participant
has the opportunity to share one or more examples of what they are grateful for.
Either the resident or the group leader then uses the Sharpie marker to write down what the participant
shared.The participant can then add the ornament to the tree.
By the time the group has finished, the tree will be filled will beautiful ornaments sharing personalized examples
of your conversation. *One of my favorite examples was when a participant shared that she was, “grateful for
the feeling of the rice paddies underneath her feet in Thailand."

Conversation Tree

Materials:

Prep- The Conversation Tree can be used to share memories, stimulate discussion and build rapport between
residents and staff. Before the activity begins, determine what theme your tree will be. The theme can be gratitude,
bucket list, favorite memories, etc.  

Directions:

 This is a beautiful way to learn more about your fellow residents and staff!

Group Activity Idea



In 1916, the National Park Service came to be. It’s purpose was to ensure that all Americans would have these
pristine lands to explore and experience first hand.  As of 2020, there are 418 National Park areas in America.  

This includes parks, monuments and military Find the list  
of parks (also by state) CLICK HERE

You can also take a virtual tour of the National Parks HERE 

Click HERE for the National Park Trivia Packet

Minnesota has variety of official state foods.  The Honey Crisp apple is its state food, northern wild rice is the
official state crop.  Other food symbols include the blue berry muffin as the state muffin, morel mushrooms as the
state mushroom, and milk as the official state drink. 

Here is a collection of fun food projects and recipes that represent the state of Minnesota.  Be creative and involve
the Residents in the making of the items.  Residents enjoy taking part and feeling that they have contributed.

National Parks Tour

Minnesota Cooking 

Click HERE for some fun Minnesota Inspired Recipes

https://trekkn.co/printable-list-of-national-parks-united-states/
https://crafty.diply.com/121060/you-can-virtually-tour-a-whole-bunch-of-national-parks-from-your?utm_source=facebook&utm_medium=auntyacid&utm_content=aa002481&fbclid=IwAR3PUNQ1LkTacfjwaLGslhl7S3osZ6aPISYaAgSa5QPlcCb_3PjGZR8lEro
https://crafty.diply.com/121060/you-can-virtually-tour-a-whole-bunch-of-national-parks-from-your?utm_source=facebook&utm_medium=auntyacid&utm_content=aa002481&fbclid=IwAR3PUNQ1LkTacfjwaLGslhl7S3osZ6aPISYaAgSa5QPlcCb_3PjGZR8lEro
https://naap.info/wp-content/uploads/2020/06/NAP-Week-2021-National-Park-Trivia-Packet-small.pdf
https://naap.info/wp-content/uploads/2020/06/Minnesota-Cooking.pdf


Each theme has a list of suggested ingredients, and a list of basic kitchen items for prepping and serving. Again,
tailor this to your group.      
Create a sign, poster or banner advertising your theme. It’s great, because you can make this as simple or as
decorative as you would like.    
If it is in your budget, purchase some colorful baskets, mason jars or fun containers to display the variety of
toppings for the food bar.   
To really make it fun, print decorative labels for the topping jars and squeeze bottles.      
Purchase themed plates, bowls, cups and/or napkins to place around the bar or cart.    
Brainstorm a unique beverage to serve along with your food bar- flavored lemonade, creamed soda, infused
waters, etc. 

There are many different ways to lead these delicious programs! The below themes are just possibilities- tailor the
activity to the participants and facility you are serving, as well as the regulations specific to your state and level of
care. Many themed decorations can be purchased at dollar stores to help with your budget. Pick a theme and be sure
to add a few decorations to make it feel festive and fun! 

You will need to consider how to best set up and serve the food. This will vary depending on the population you serve
and the lay out of the building you work in. Depending on your participants, you may only need to set-up the
ingredients and the participants can independently create their treats. Other participants will need physical assistance
and verbal cueing to personalize their treats. Use whatever method is easiest for you and respectful of your
participants! 

Materials      

Basic Directions for Setting up the Food Bar 
1.   Use a countertop, bar, table or cart to set-up the Food Bar. 
2.   Cover the area with a themed tablecloth. 
3.   If participants will be serving themselves, be careful to place the food items within reach and spaced apart to
allow for easy access.
4.   Be creative and add any themed decorations you may have to enhance the area! It often works well to place
decorations at the back of the bar or in between items. Enjoy!

Food Bars & Carts 



Waffles      
Sliced Bananas      
Sliced Strawberries     
Blueberries      
Peanut Butter     
Nutella      
Sprinkles     
Chocolate Chips      
Powdered Sugar    
Jam     
Maple Syrup      
Whipped Cream 

Serving platter for waffles
Tongs for waffles     
Container and serving utensil for
each topping     
Plates, forks, knives, & napkins for
participants     
Beverages & cups

Waffle Bar

Ingredients:

Kitchen Items:     

Various Cream Cheeses - Original,
Blueberry and Herbs & Spices·      
Lemon Curd      
Sliced Strawberries     
Pistachios      
Graham Cracker Crumbs      
Honey      
Basil      
Sliced Red Onion     
Sliced Cucumber     
Sliced Grape Tomatoes     
Bacon      
Guacamole 

Serving platter for bagels      
Tongs for bagels      
Spreading utensil for cream cheeses
     
Container and serving utensil for
each topping     
Plates, forks, knives, & napkins for
participants     
Beverages & cups

Bagel Bar

Ingredients:    

Kitchen Items:·      

Hot Dogs  
Hot Dog Buns   
Shredded Cheese   
Assorted Salsa's  
Guacamole 
Diced Onion, Tomatoes and Peppers 
Relish   
Ketchup  
Mustard   
BBQ Sauce  

Hot Dog Bar

Ingredients:    

Warming pan for hot dogs     
Tongs for hot dogs
Container and serving utensil for each
topping
Squeeze bottles for liquid condiments
Plates, forks, knives, & napkins for
participants
Beverages & cups

Kitchen Items:   



Snack Grahams (assorted)   
M&M's  
Toasted Coconut 
Chocolate Chips
Blueberries      
Diced Strawberries  
Sprinkles     
Caramel & Chocolate Sauce   
8 oz. Cream Cheese and 8 oz. Cool Whip (at room
temperature)
1 tsp. Vanilla Extract     

Serve in 4 oz Mason jars or cups      
Large mixing bowl      
Electric mixer      
Ice cream scooper
Bowl or container and serving spoon for each
topping
Spoon for each participant
Napkins

No-Bake Cheesecake Bar

Ingredients:

Kitchen Items:     

Directions: 
1. To create the cheesecake filling, mix the cream
cheese, cool whip and vanilla extract together.
2.  To make the crust, add four snack grahams to the
bottom of the mason jar, and crush with the ice cream
scoop.
3.  Then use the ice cream scooper to add a scoop of
the cheesecake filling.
4.  Add all your favorite toppings!

Frozen, White Dinner Rolls 
Shredded Mozzarella Cheese   
Pizza Sauce 
Pizza Toppings:  Cheddar, Parmesan,
Pepperoni, Ham, Sausage, Mushrooms,
Peppers, Pineapple, Black Olives, Green
Onions    

Rolling Pin   
Baking Sheet     
Parchment Paper     
Tbsp of Sauce  
Bowl or Container for Each Topping
Small Plates for Serving 
Napkins

Build Your Own Pizza Bar

Ingredients:    

Kitchen Items:·      

Directions:
1. Thaw rolls according to the directions on the
bag.
2. Place a piece of parchment paper onto the
baking sheet.
3. Use the rolling pin to roll out the rolls into flat
circles.
4. Place the dough circles onto the cooking sheet.
5. Add a Tablespoon of sauce and a sprinkling of
cheese onto the circles.
6. Add toppings of choice.
7. Bake in the oven at 400 degrees for 15 minutes,
or until cheese is melted and edges are browned.
*Ovens settings vary- watch closely to prevent
burning.
8. Enjoy!

Do You Have a Great Cart?  Share it With NAAP.  Send a

Photo to office
@naap.info



Peace be within the walls and prosperity within thy palaces. 
Open my eyes that I may see the wonderful things in your law. 
So that people rested on the 7th day. 
Seek and you will find. 
I am the way, the truth, and the life. 
Be still and know that I am God.
In all your ways acknowledge him and he will direct thy path. 
Look to me and be saved all the ends of the earth. 
In peace let us pray unto the Lord. 
Trust in the Lord with all your heart and lean not on your own understanding. 
In the beginning God created the heavens and the earth. 
Every good and perfect gift is from above. 
So, God created mankind in his own image

10,000 Possibilities....With a Spiritual Component 

10,000 Hours - Dan + Shay and Jusitin Bieber

10,000 Reasons, Bless the Lord - Matt Redman 

All Things Possible - Mark Schultz 

Songs with 10,000 Possibilities

Books with 10,000 Possibilities to Read out Loud or Digitally 

10,000 Days, The Rest of your Life, The Best of your Life by Tim Hinton       
Over 10,000 Names - Their Meanings, Origins, and Spiritual Significance by Dorothy Astoria (This
could develop in other activities such as a Spelling bee, you can use cut up letters so the resident
can spell them out, the resident can spell their children’s name and the spiritual component.)        
The Ten Thousand Things by Robert Saltzman

Fill it in - Spiritual Possibilities GAME

Write out the first letters and work with residents to name something spiritual that starts with that
letter.  Here is a sample:

https://youtu.be/Y2E71oe0aSM
https://youtu.be/XtwIT8JjddM
https://youtu.be/8ZGVzSedMDk


Songs to Inspire and Motivate 

Can't Hold Us - Macklemore & Ryan Lewis Featuring Ray Dalton

Somewhere over the Rainbow - Israel "IZ" Kamakawiwo'ole

Don't Stop Believing - Journey

Imagine - John Lennon & The Plastic Ono Band 

All You Need is Love - The Beatles 

Man in The Mirror - Michael Jackson

Hall of Fame - The Script Featuring Will.i.am 

You Gotta Be - Des'ree

What a Wonderful World - Louis Armstrong 

We are the World - Various Artists U.S.A. For Africa 

Bidi Bidi Bom Bom - Selena 

Good Grace - Hillsong UNITED

Rescue - Lauren Daigle

Lee Ann Womack - I Hope you Dance

https://youtu.be/2zNSgSzhBfM
https://youtu.be/V1bFr2SWP1I
https://youtu.be/1k8craCGpgs
https://youtu.be/YkgkThdzX-8
https://youtu.be/_7xMfIp-irg
https://youtu.be/PivWY9wn5ps
https://youtu.be/mk48xRzuNvA
https://youtu.be/pO40TcKa_5U
https://youtu.be/CWzrABouyeE
https://youtu.be/9AjkUyX0rVw
https://youtu.be/qPkNVMtMXyc
https://youtu.be/LqVythdYlaQ
https://youtu.be/gYR0xP1j4PY
https://youtu.be/RV-Z1YwaOiw

